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An eighteen-year-old chieftain's daughter must find a way to
kill her village’s oppressive deity if she ever wants to
return home in Warrior of the Wild, the Viking-inspired YA
standalone fantasy from Tricia Levenseller, author of
Daughter of the Pirate King. How do you kill a god? As her
father's chosen heir, eighteen-year-old Rasmira has trained
her whole life to become a warrior and lead her village. But
when her coming-of-age trial is sabotaged and she fails the
test, her father banishes her to the monster-filled
wilderness with an impossible quest: To win back her honor,
she must kill the oppressive god who claims tribute from the
villages each year or die trying.
If you like Bernard Cornwell, Conn Iggulden, Simon Scarrow,
David Gemmell and Giles Kristian, you will love this epic
Viking adventure, packed with battles, treachery, blood and
gore. 865 AD. The fierce Vikings stormed onto Saxon soil
hungry for spoils, conquest, and vengeance for the death of
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Ragnar Lothbrok. Hundr, a Northman with a dog's name... a
crew of battle hardened warriors... and Ivar the Boneless.
Amidst the invasion of Saxon England by the sons of Ragnar
Lothbrok, Hundr joins a crew of Viking warriors under the
command of Einar the Brawler. Hundr fights to forge a
warriors reputation under the glare of Ivar and his equally
fearsome brothers, but to do that he must battle the Saxons
and treachery from within the Viking army itself... Hundr
must navigate the invasion, survive brutal attacks, and find
his place in the vicious world of the Vikings in this fast
paced adventure with memorable characters.
From Cornish pit mines to Jorvik back alleys, from the
Mercian Court to beyond the North Sea, the Agneson clan
continues their adventures across Midgard and the 9 realms:
Scheming aldermen, duplicitous monks, slave drivers, dark
elves, trolls, ghosts, shapeshifting witches, the legendary
Norse Wild Hunt, and... a dragon! With the fall of the
Danish army at the battle of Ethandun, historical events
scatter the Agneson family: Cub is enslaved in the
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Devonshire tin mines while Sorven stalks retribution in
Jorvik; Kara is unwillingly propelled toward a convenient
Saxon marriage while Karl and his crew are castaway on a
mythic floating island. Separated and marooned, each is
forced to tackle their challenges alone while the forerunner
Thorfinn faces supernatural revenge, a battle to lift a
Jarl's curse and the release of his Jotenhiem wyrm in
Midgard!Can Cub escape his overseers in the tin pits of
Devon? Can Kara evade her Saxon uncle's plans for her
marriage? Will Sorven succeed in his bloody revenge? Can
Finn save a Jarl's daughter and break a mysterious curse?
Can the forerunner find and help his scattered family
overcome their trials? And what can Finn do with... a pet
dragon?!?Based on actual historical events and authentic
legends, this epic fantasy follows the paths of the sons and
daughters of Agne, Son of Ironfist in the Viking Era circa
the year 880. Don't miss this grand panoramic tale!
In this grand saga of love, war, and magic set in the tenth
century, young Sigrid is destined to be the mother of the
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king of the Nordic lands that would become Sweden, Norway,
Denmark, and England. A devout believer in the old Nordic
gods, Sigrid is visited regularly in her dreams by the
goddess Freya, who whispers to her of the future. Though
Sigrid is beautiful, rich, arrogant, and matchlessly clever,
her uncanny ability to foresee the future and manipulate the
present guides her through dangerous politics as a bloody
war between Vikings and Christians rages on. Sigrid's father
wants her to marry Erik, a local king, to secure the peace
between the Goths and the Swedes. Thinking she is doing
Freya's will, she accepts the marriage offer, only to find
that her destiny lies not with Erik but with Sweyn, a
warrior who dreams of dethroning Harald Bluetooth, the
legendary ruler of Denmark. Will Sigrid sacrifice her will
for the greatest Viking kingdom of all time, or will she
follow her heart at the risk of losing everything?
Treasury of Egyptian Mythology
Norse Mythology II #1
Warrior of the Wild
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Giants of the Frost
Norse Mythology for Kids
Northern Wrath
The Battle of Bannockburn may be over, but the war is far from won. Her
Protector... Ansel Sutherland is charged with a mission from King Robert
the Bruce to protect the illegitimate son of a powerful English Earl.
Though Ansel bristles at aiding an Englishman, the nature of the war for
Scottish independence is changing, and he is honor-bound to serve as a
bodyguard. He arrives in England to fulfill his assignment, only to meet
the beautiful but secretive Lady Isolda, who refuses to tell him where his
ward is. When a mysterious attacker threatens Isolda's life, Ansel realizes
he is the only thing standing between her and deadly peril. His Lady...
Lady Isolda harbors dark secrets-secrets she refuses to reveal to the
rugged Highland rogue who arrives at her castle demanding answers. But
Ansel's dark eyes cut through all her defenses, threatening to undo her
resolve. To protect her past, she cannot submit to the white-hot desire
that burns between them. As the threat to her life spirals out of control,
she has no choice but to trust Ansel to whisk her to safety deep in the
heart of the Highlands...
One day Sophie comes home from school to find two questions in her mail:
"Who are you?" and "Where does the world come from?" Before she knows
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it she is enrolled in a correspondence course with a mysterious
philosopher. Thus begins Jostein Gaarder's unique novel, which is not only
a mystery, but also a complete and entertaining history of philosophy.
Swords and Swordsmen chronicles the major developments in the sword's
design, manufacture and use from Ancient Egypt to the American Civil
War. Author Mike Loades traces the history of the sword in war and the
evolution of the private duel. The book takes certain surviving swords as
landmarks on this journey of discovery. Each can be linked to a specific
individual, allowing each sword to be discussed in the social and military
context of its time and forming the starting point for detours through
other types of sword and contemporary developments in their design,
manufacture and use. From Tutankhamun to General Custer, and
including a chapter on the legendary samurai Uesugi Kenshin, this book
charts the lives of warriors from many ages and cultures; men whose lives
often depended on their skill with the sword. Illustrated with line
drawings (many derived from old fight manuals) and dozens of
photographs of surviving swords, Swords and Swordsmen celebrates these
weapons as iconic works of art and powerful cultural symbols as well as
examining the lethal practicality of their sue.
She'll always fight for what she believes in... Betrayed by a brother she
hardly trusted before the bloodthirsty Viking, Jarl Randvior Sigurdsson,
attacks her home, Noelle Sinclair is conveniently bartered as a means to
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save her cowardly sibling's skin. Forced to leave her homeland and
accompany the petulant Viking to the untamed wilderness of central
Norway, Noelle is ever-aware of the burgeoning dangers around herincluding her weakening resolve to resist Randvior. Should Noelle
surrender to his resplendent charms and seduction, or fight with every
ounce of strength she possesses to get home?
Beyond a Darkened Shore
Blind Allegiance
Last Shadow Warrior
Dead Radiance
A Warrior's Pledge (Highland Bodyguards, Book 3)
Come Back to Me
He is bound by honor... Eirik is eager to plunder the treasures of the
fabled lands to the west in order to secure the future of his village.
The one thing he swears never to do is claim possession over another
human being. But when he journeys across the North Sea to raid the
holy houses of Northumbria, he encounters a dark-haired beauty,
Laurel, who stirs him like no other. When his cruel cousin tries to
take Laurel for himself, Eirik breaks his oath in an attempt to
protect her. He claims her as his thrall. But can he claim her heart,
or will Laurel fall prey to the devious schemes of his enemies? She
has the heart of a warrior... Life as an orphan at Whitby Abbey hasn't
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been easy, but Laurel refuses to be bested by the backbreaking work
and lecherous advances she must endure. When Viking raiders storm the
abbey and take her captive, her strength may finally fail herespecially when she must face her fear of water at every turn. But
under Eirik's gentle protection, she discovers a deeper bravery within
herself-and a yearning for her golden-haired captor that she shouldn't
harbor. Torn between securing her freedom or giving herself to her
Viking master, will fate decide for her-and rip them apart forever?
Her Warrior... To forge an alliance between the English and the Scots,
Lady Rosamond must marry a Lowland stranger. But when a mysterious
attacker threatens the engagement and her life, Robert the Bruce
assigns one of his most trusted warriors to protect her. Finn
Sutherland's brooding gaze is almost as dark as his heart, yet
Rosamond finds herself captivated by her Highland bodyguard. Now she
must choose between responsibility and the searing need Finn ignites
within her. His Pledge... Finn is honor-bound to swallow his hatred of
the English and serve as bodyguard to Lady Rosamond. He never expects
his charge to touch his scarred heart with her warmth and kindness.
Worse, her honey hair and violet eyes bring him to his knees with
lust. When the threat to Rosamond spirals out of control, Finn does
the only thing he can think of to protect her-he stands in for her
betrothed as a proxy husband. As desire clashes with duty, Finn's
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pledge will be tested like never before.
Book Two of the Sinclair Brothers Trilogy He is on a mission...
Garrick Sinclair, an expert archer and Robert the Bruce's best
mercenary, is sent on a covert operation to the Borderlands by his
older brother, Laird Robert Sinclair. He never expects to meet the
most beautiful woman he's ever seen-who turns out to be the sister of
Raef Warren, his family's mortal enemy. Though he knows he shouldn't
want her-and doesn't deserve her-can he resist the passion that
ignites between them? She longs for freedom... Jossalyn Warren is
desperate to escape her cruel brother and put her healing skills to
use, and perhaps the handsome stranger with a dangerous look about him
will be her ticket to a new life. She never imagines that she will be
spirited away to Robert the Bruce's secret camp in the Highlands, yet
more shocking is the lust the dark warrior stirs in her. But can she
heal the invisible scars of a man who believes he's no hero?
"Packs a punch worthy of the Thunderer himself. It rocks!" -- Joanne
Harris, author of The Gospel of Loki "Holdt wows in her Norse
mythology inspired debut an electrifying adventure" -- Publishers
Weekly, starred review A dead man, walking between the worlds,
foresees the end of the gods. A survivor searching for a weapon
releases a demon from fiery Muspelheim. A village is slaughtered by
Christians, and revenge must be taken. The bonds between the gods and
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Midgard are weakening. It is up to Hilda, Ragnar, their tribesmen
Einer and Finn, the chief's wife Siv and Tyra, her adopted daughter,
to fight to save the old ways from dying out, and to save their gods
in the process. Following in the steps of Neil Gaiman & Joanne Harris,
the author expertly weaves Norse myths and compelling characters into
this fierce, magical epic fantasy.
Viking Lore
Wolves
The Siren's Kiss
Falling for the Highlander
A Novel About the History of Philosophy
The Lady's Protector

EnthralledViking LoreCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
Percy Jackson meets Thor in a laugh-out-loud, action-packed adventure inspired by Norse
mythology. Twelve-year-old Abby Beckett is proud to come from a long line of elite Viking
warriors known as the Aesir. She's spent her entire life training to hunt the horrific creatures
known as Grendels-the ancient foe of the Aesir-just like her mother did before she died. But
there's just one, small problem: No one has seen a Grendel in centuries, and the Viking Council
wants to disband the Aesir . . . forever. When her father is injured in an attack that leaves him in
a coma, Abby is forced to take refuge at Vale Hall, a mysterious school in Minnesota where
nothing is quite as it seems. She soon discovers the tables have turned and a Grendel is hunting
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her, but when she tries to alert the Viking Council, they accuse her of making up stories for
attention . . . just like her mother did. Desperate to protect her father and clear her mother's
name, Abby goes on a dangerous quest to discover the truth--a journey that brings her face-toface with some unlikely foes, including a Ping-Pong-playing sea monster with a wicked
backhand, and a dark Valkyrie with a fondness for bingo. Abby quickly realizes that someone at
the school is trying to stop her progress and destroy the Aesir for good. And only she can
unravel the sinister plot before it's too late.
IN THE VIKING REALM BRAVERY IS MET WITH BATTLENora and Frederick travel fivehundred years back in time to Arres, a world before the Vikings undertaking a perilous journey
through the heart of the City of Assassins to claim the assassin weapons. But dark forces and
deadly creatures work against them and together they must outsmart their enemies and return to
the Triangle. Defying orders from the Empire and the Republic upon their return Nora and
Frederick become fugitives. Soon Viking raiders from both dynasties hunt the two outlaws as
they flee across the Forbidden Areas seeking alliances from other races. But the ferocious Lord
Nourusa leader of the Republic, Emperor Magnus and most heartbreakingly of all Helena Nora's best friend and Orkeney ally to their enemies work against them. With the map that leads
to the nine worlds tattooed on her back Nora poses a great threat to her enemies as the decision
she is about to make will change the world of the Vikings forever.
‘You’re only going to get burned.’ ‘By what?’ ‘Monsters,’ she calls into the night. ‘And girls
who go looking for them.’ In a lonely Swiss mountain village, Kira’s holiday erupts. It’s winter,
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it’s eerie, and out in the woods something imbeds its claws into her sister. When Romy returns,
she’s different. She’s violent, inhuman, and by rights, should be dead. Even though things aren’t
normal, all their parents care about is that she’s still alive. In the otherworldly forest, Kira starts
to pry, but secrets like to be kept. With the help of Callum, a sarcastic Scotsman, Kira stumbles
upon the folkloric world of Whiteland, eating all she knows. If Kira runs away, she’ll be safe. If
she doesn’t, her family might not survive. In the end, there’s no mercy in revenge. Blending
Scandinavian folklore with dark fairy tales, this creepy and atmospheric debut novel by Rosie
Cranie-Higgs will take you on a psychological joyride down a rabbit hole into a terror-filled
realm known only as Whiteland.
A Novel
Children
Swords and Swordsmen
Activity Pack
Temple of No God
Classic Stories of Gods, Goddesses, Monsters & Mortals

The time of Odin is over.The Aesir gods now live among the humans in
their bustling modern cities. Their brutal dominion over the other
beings of the Nine Worlds may have ended, but their actions have not
been forgotten.Korvain is one of the last full-blooded dark elves, and
is feared like no other. His ruthlessness and cold heart are legendary,
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but when he is given the task of killing one of the most fabled
goddesses of all time, he is left with an undeniable desire to make her
his own. Failure in his task means only one thing: death. Will he follow
his orders, or will he follow his heart?Bryn's whole world crumbled
when she left Odin's service to protect the other Valkyries. Now living
with the humans, she is the only thing standing between them and
total destruction. But her beliefs are about to be shaken to the core
when she meets Korvain--a volatile, completely irresistible dark elf
who threatens to take away more than just her innocence ...
A shadowed past...To avoid questions about his shameful secret,
Thorolf has carefully constructed a life as a roving shipbuilder. But
when entrancing Pict thrall Bridget falls into Thorolf's arms begging
for help, Thorolf cannot resist the golden-haired beauty's pleas. He
risks his life to spirit her safely back to her homeland, despite vowing
never to return to Pictland. Now he must choose between guarding
the truth of his past or giving his heart to the brave woman who heals
him with her merest touch.A fated future...After being shunned by her
people for possessing the gift of Touch, Bridget resigns herself to a
solitary life on the outskirts of her village. When Viking raiders
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capture her and deliver her to their cruel Jarl, she fears that this new
nightmare may never end. Yet within Thorolf's protective embrace,
Bridget lets herself hope for not only the shelter his strong arms
promise, but also the acceptance her own people denied her. But
when the truth of both of their pasts comes to light, will fate rip them
apart forever?This novella-length Viking historical romance is part of
the Viking Lore Series, but can also be enjoyed as a standalone story.
Start reading today!
Demons by USA Today bestselling author Ednah Walters. Book 1 of
Eirik trilogy. Enjoy the story of a god and a Mortal girl who becomes
his guiding light Eirik Baldurson—son of Baldur, God of Light—failed
living as a Mortal. He lost the girl of his dreams and nearly got his
friends killed. Now, he's gone to the underworld to meet the mother
he’s never known. Torn between his duty to her and the man he used
to be, Eirik struggles to find himself, until a witch appears in his
world. Feisty and stubborn, she is a reminder of everything good he
left behind. Celestia Devereaux proudly attends a charter high school
for “gifted” teenagers who embrace magic. Witches. However, she
keeps a terrible secret—a prediction that she would one day be
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responsible for massive destruction and death. Though Celestia uses
her clairvoyant abilities to help people, she worries that it is just a
matter of time before she goes over to the dark side. Her world
changes when she unexpectedly astral projects to a place she didn’t
believe existed and meets a tortured man who needs her help. Will
helping him cause her fears to come true, or will he sacrifice
everything to save her?
Destiny throws her back in time. Can love make her stay?Caroline
Sutton doesn't belong here. Not in the Highlands, and certainly not in
the fourteenth century. Headstrong Caroline hopes an adventure will
ease the pain of her parents' deaths. One minute, she's standing at
the edge of a waterfall, daring her two sisters to jump with her. The
next, she wakes up on the shores of a Scottish loch--600 years in the
past. She's determined to return to her sisters and her own time, but
Callum, the rugged Highland Laird who discovers her, has other ideas.
When heat flares between them, all Caroline's plans are thrown into
jeopardy, but if she gives in to her blazing desire, she may never want
to leave the past behind.Laird Callum MacMoran is in a bind. He has
inherited a clan feud with no end in sight. When he comes across a
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strange yet strikingly beautiful woman on enemy lands, he thinks to
use her as a bargaining chip to end the bloodshed. Little does he
know this odd lass is more than she seems, and falling for her will
threaten the peace he has worked so long to build. Torn between
responsibility to his clan and his growing feelings for Caroline, can he
love her enough to let her go? Or will fate decide their futures for
them?The Enchanted Falls Trilogy follows three sisters as they find
love after falling through time. Each book can be read as a standalone, but the stories are linked.Book 1--Falling for the Highlander by
Emma PrinceBook 2--Falling for the Knight by Cecelia MeccaBook
3--Falling for the Chieftain by Keira Montclair
Blind Mercy
Highlander's Ransom
Ensnared by the Laird (Four Horsemen of the Highlands, Book 1)
On Viking Seas
Tales of Gods, Creatures, and Quests
After centuries of conflict, a peace treaty has finally been
drawn between the warring Saxons and Norse — largely due to
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the wisdom and bravery of the legendary Viking leader Wolf
Hakonson and the noble warrior Lord Hawk. Hawk and Wolf each
married women from warring clans to unite the Saxons and
Norse. But for all its blessings, the promise of peace will
remain fragile — unless it can be sealed forever by a third
and final marriage between these two proud clans.... Come
Back to Me The most feared Viking to come out of the
Northlands in a generation or more, Dragon Hakonson, brother
to Lord Wolf and friend to Lord Hawk, hopes to steal a few
days away by himself before entering into an arranged
marriage with a Saxon bride. But instead of tranquillity,
Dragon finds intrigue and passion when he has a chance
encounter with a beguiling beauty disguised in boy’s garb.
It is clear that the fiery-haired, fiercely willed Rycca is
running away from something ... or someone. Dragon is
determined to uncover Rycca’s reasons for escape and see her
safely to her destination. Yet rather than surrender herself
to Dragon’s care, Rycca dares to defy him, disarm him, and
even enchant him. For Rycca has a secret gift that Dragon
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cannot see. Stalked by the tragic past, struggling to
fulfill the promise of peace, only when it is too late does
Dragon discover the truth: that the temptress who has stolen
his heart is none other than the woman destined to become
his reluctant bride....
#1 New York Times bestselling author Neil Gaiman and Eisner
Award-winning comics legend P. Craig Russell breathe new
life into the ancient Norse stories by taking readers
through the creation of the Nine Worlds to the epic origin
and adventures of Thor, Odin, and Loki all the way to the
end of lifeÑ Ragnarok. Explore the origins of poetryÑgood
and badÑin this tale of malicious dwarfs, suspicious giants,
and the wise god Kvasir, whose eventual fate leads to the
creation of a powerful mead that many will fight and die
for. Faithfully adapted from the original novel!
''Remarkable. . . . Gaiman has provided an enchanting
contemporary interpretation of the Viking ethos.''ÐThe
Atlantic
The new National Geographic Treasury of Egyptian Mythology
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is a stunning tableau of Egyptian myths, including those of
pharaohs, queens, the boisterous Sun God Ra, and legendary
creatures like the Sphinx. The lyrical storytelling of awardwinning author Donna Jo Napoli dramatizes the timeless tales
of ancient Egypt in the year when Angelina Jolie will make
Cleopatra a multimedia star. And just like the popular
National Geographic Treasury of Greek Mythology, the stories
in this book will be beautifully illustrated to bring
ancient characters vividly to life. The stories are
embellished with sidebars that provide historical, cultural,
and geographic context and a mapping feature that adds to
the fun and fascination. Resource notes and ample back
matter direct readers to discover more about ancient Egypt.
With its attractive design and beautiful narrative, this
accessible treasury stands out from all other mythology
titles in the marketplace.
Step into the lush, sensual world of the Vikings with
Shieldmaiden's Revenge (Viking Lore, Book 2):Madrena burns
hot for revenge against the man who attacked her village and
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shattered her life five years ago. When a dark-haired
stranger named Rnin washes ashore in her village, he
promises to be her guide in exchange for his freedom. Though
Rnin knows the man Madrena seeks, his life depends on
keeping her at a distance, lest her sharp gray eyes discover
the secret he must protect at all costs. Despite the danger,
Madrena risks trusting Rnin. The two travel deep into the
Northland wilds, only to be entangled in a world of secrets
and peril. Even as they resist the heat that crackles
between them, the fires of desire rival those for vengeance.
But when Madrena's plans are threatened, will the fierce
shieldmaiden choose love over war? And can Rnin save them
both from their pasts?
A Valkyrie Novel Dark Deceit
Love's Fury
City of Assassins
Mythology - Timeless Tales of Gods and Heroes
Vei, Vol. 1
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Midwestern girl Amy Lewis and Loki meet by chance, then find they must work together
to navigate the ensuing chaos.
A stunning, operatic, epic drama, like no other. Meet Hel, an ordinary teenager - and
goddess of the Underworld. Why is life so unfair? Hel tries to make the bets of it,
creating gleaming halls in her dark kingdom and welcoming the dead who she is forced
to host for eternity. Until eternity itself is threatened. Francesca's first and wonderful
foray into teen.
"Featuring timeless stories from such countries as Iceland, Norway, and Denmark, this
is your entryway into the magical world of Scandinavian folklore. With vividly detailed
illustrations that pair with each myth, you'll feel like you are defending Asgard on the
battlefield with the almighty Odin, shape-shifting from a snake to a hawk with the
trickster Loki, slaying dragons with the brave Sigurd, and much more. Follow these
engaging Norse mythology legends, and learn everything there is to know about the tall
tales of the Norse"-A perfect read-aloud picture book by the Newbery Medal-winning and New York Times
bestselling author of American Gods and Norse Mythology, Neil Gaiman, and
illustrated in bold colors by Divya Srinivasan. A talking tiger is the only one who may be
able to get a princess to speak in this beautiful picture book set in a mythic India. This
stunning picture book will transport readers to another time and place and will delight
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parents and children alike. "Full of Gaiman's wit and whimsy, this one is great for
reading aloud (and looks pretty lovely on the shelf as well). Gorgeous, with lush
illustrations by Divya Srinivasan" (Brightly). Previously available only as an audio
book, Cinnamon has never been published in print before, and Divya Srinivasan’s lush
artwork brings Neil Gaiman’s text to life.
The Unbroken Line of the Moon
Demons
The Sinclair Brothers Trilogy
Cinnamon
A Medieval Scottish Romance
The Monstrous Child
Vikings meets Frostblood in this romantic historical fantasy stand-alone from author
Jessica Leake. The ancient land of Éirinn is mired in war. Ciara, princess of Mide, has
never known a time when Éirinn’s kingdoms were not battling for power, or Northmen
were not plundering their shores. The people of Mide have always been safe because of
Ciara’s unearthly ability to control her enemies’ minds and actions. But lately a
mysterious crow has been appearing to Ciara, whispering warnings of an even darker
threat. Although her clansmen dismiss her visions as pagan nonsense, Ciara fears this
coming evil will destroy not just Éirinn but the entire world. Then the crow leads Ciara
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to Leif, a young Northman leader. Leif should be Ciara’s enemy, but when Ciara
discovers that he, too, shares her prophetic visions, she knows he’s something more. Leif
is mounting an impressive army, and with Ciara’s strength in battle, the two might have
a chance to save their world. With evil rising around them, they’ll do what it takes to
defend the land they love...even if it means making the greatest sacrifice of all.
When love collides with vengeance, only the strong will survive...Scotland's throne has
been stolen by a Pretender King who means to crush all those who oppose him. Four
Highlanders refuse to yield. Hell-bent on revenge, they vow to destroy the Pretender and
restore Scotland to its rightful King.Laird Domnall MacAyre is out for blood. He bears a
personal vendetta against the murderous traitor who helped the Pretender ascend. But
when he tracks the traitor to a remote island keep, he finds the man's sister in his stead.
The lass makes Domnall's retribution all the sweeter-in kidnapping her, he can twist the
knife even deeper into his enemy's heart. Yet as a passionate bond grows between them, it
is Domnall's heart in danger of ruination. Lady Ailsa Murray barely knows her brother,
yet he is her only remaining family, and the bonds of blood are not easily broken. So
when she is taken by a Highlander dead-set on revenge, she makes a silent pledge to do
anything it takes to thwart him. But when it comes to her captor, enemies and lovers are
but two edges of the same blade. Will she have the courage to stand against Domnall, or
will her heart succumb before she can alter the course of both their fates? If you enjoy
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enemies-to-lovers, captive romance, and stories of love conquering all, start reading this
page-turning, sizzling Scottish historical romance now!
Epic fantasy followup to HALL OF SMOKE, featuring crumbling empires, secretive
cults and godlike powers to be claimed, for readers of Margaret Owen, Brian Staveley, V.
E. Schwab and Melissa Caruso. After a brutal war between the gods, Hessa – High
Priestess of the Eangen – has brokered a fragile alliance between warring tribes and
bought peace to her home. But a new threat is growing in the remnants of the once-great
Arpa Empire. Three factions are vying to take the throne, the vast well of raw magical
power only accessible to the Emperor. Hessa knows she cannot let this chance pass by –
she must intervene, to protect her peoples’ hard-won future. With the peace she has
sacrificed so much for at stake, Hessa must lead an army of Algatt and Eangen warriors
into the heart of enemy territory. But warring Arpa factions are not the only danger – a
sinister new cult is on the rise, one that sucks the life from everything it touches. With
enemies on every side and the fragile peace beginning to waver, Hessa must decide who
to place on the throne – no matter what it may cost her.
Falcon de la Haye was born to be the Earl of Drumburgh. There's only one problem-so
was his twin brother River. A midwife's mix-up at their birth has left their clan's
leadership in question. Their father has the perfect solution: whichever of his wayward
sons can find a bride first shall be named the next Earl. Falcon takes to the seas, hell-bent
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on beating his brother to England in search of a bonny and biddable bride. But fate has
other plans...A devastating storm leaves Falcon stranded on a remote island under the
care of a mysterious healer. With an iron will to match Falcon's, Maerwynn insists on
treating him before he sets out once more. But when duty calls, can Falcon leave her
behind, or will he succumb to his siren's kiss?This is a short and sizzling stand-alone
historical romance. If you enjoy enemies-to-lovers, close proximity, and healer stories
with a dash of heat, you'll love The Siren's Kiss. Start reading now!***The Siren's Kiss
was originally published in How to Wed a Wild Lass (A Medieval Scottish Duet).
Shieldmaiden's Revenge
Eirik book 1
Thor's Wolf (Viking Lore, Book 3.5)
Viking Blood and Blade
A Time Travel Romance (Enchanted Falls Trilogy, Book 1)
I Bring the Fire
Activities are designed to teach the objectives in many state and
federal mandates. Primary objectives focus on teaching: Understanding
plot, theme, characterization, style, and how they all relate.
2020 IBPA Award Winner: “Even if, like me, you have a lifelong
obsession with Norse myths, I promise you you’ve never seen them
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like this.” —Lev Grossman In the midst of a bloody battle between
giants, Asgardian gods, and humans, deceit and betrayal run wild. One
warrior must fight to discover who she can trust and beat the odds to
determine the ultimate fate of her people. She trained her whole life to
become the strongest warrior of Jotunheim, to become the beloved
champion of her gods. But when the time came to finally prove her
strength, Vei was cast into the sea by the very god she fought for.
Rescued by a Viking ship, Vei returns to Jotunheim, home of the
legendary giants. There she finds herself caught in the Meistarileikir, a
bloody game between the humans, the giants, and the gods of Asgard
that will determine who will have the right to rule the land of Midgard.
Having lost the confidence of her own god, Vei must take her place in
the Meistarileikir and fight not only for the control of Midgard, but for
her very life, in this epic battle against daring warriors, fearsome
monsters, and even the gods themselves. A bestseller in Sweden, Vei
weaves together an incredible tale that pits man against God and God
against God in an outstanding Hunger Games-meets-Norse mythology
graphic novel.
From the author of "The Autumn Castle" comes a dark tale of immortal
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love and loss that brings together Norse gods and mortals. Original.
The Sigurdsson family legacy continues . . . A woman who prayed for a
hero . . . Orphaned at a young age, Rachelle Fiennes prayed for a hero
to rescue her from her tragic life in England. When her only kinsman
goes missing after the Battle of Stamford Bridge, Rachelle braves the
aftermath of the battlefield to find him. A man who lost everything . . .
Damned by the gods for surviving the bloodiest defeat in Norse history,
Jarl Tyr Sigurdsson is still determined to get home. Hiding until nightfall
so he can escape to his ship, his dangerous endeavor is disrupted
when he's accidentally discovered by a beautiful Saxon. Brought
together by war, Rachelle and Tyr face many obstacles. Can sworn
enemies find peace through love, or will fate tear them apart?
A Norse Mythology Alphabet
T Is for Thor
Enthralled
Sophie's World
Whiteland
Highlander's Redemption
Bryn Halbrook had always seen the glow on the people around her. And she
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knows all too well what psychiatrists do to people who claim impossible powers.
She's always stayed below the radar, but when she discovers the meaning of the
beautiful auras, she's not sure why she was cursed with the ability to see the soonto-be-dead and be unable to do anything about it. But Bryn is on the brink of the
unbelievable truth - she is a creature from myth. Valkyrie- a warrior maiden of the
God Odin. And a Collector of Souls. Aidan Lee just can't do what he's told. Visiting
Craven was not supposed to be a time to fall in love. He's just helpless when faced
with the beautiful Brynhildr, but there is more to the biker dude that either Bryn
or Aidan himself knows. Can their fledgling love survive the secrets and intrigue,
the reality of Odin's realm of Asgard, the pressures of being a warrior of the gods,
But Bryn lucks out when the Trickster god Loki sets his sights on her. Can Bryn
hold her own against the charmingly manipulative god long enough to discover
what Loki is really planning?
"An alphabetical exploration of Scandinavian mythology, history, culture, and
religion, examining famous gods such as Loki, Thor, and Odin, as well as lesserknown inhabitants of this nine-realm universe"-Gods make lousy parents. All Magni wants is peace and quiet, but when your
father is the God of thunder, you don’t get to live the life you want. When Thor
destroys all his son knows and loves, Magni vows to bring prosperity and end the
violence… forever. But can you escape cruelty in a universe built on it, or the
shadow of your father when everyone calls you by his name? Maya, her rage more
powerful than she knows, wants freedom to pursue her own destiny. Neither
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torture nor blackmail can make her obedient or pretty enough for Freya, her
foster-mother and Goddess of love. Fighting for independence and revenge, can a
mere human win a game where Gods dictate the rules? 2020 Stabby Nominee
–Best Self-Published/Independent Novel "A haunting, brutal, and emotional
coming of age story, steeped in Norse mythology and written in spare but lyrical
prose, Children is a book that demands to be felt rather than read. Its hard-hitting
story and dark humor combine to make this a grim book with lots of heart, a book
that will stick with me for a long time." – Angela Boord, author of Fortune's Fool
"Faced with gods who are interested only in their own goals, happy to use their
own children to further their ambition in the face of a foretold end, Children can
be read as allegory or fantasy. Drawing on established Norse myths but adding a
unique interpretation, Larssen’s tale made me wince with witnessed pain, and
cry, and, once or twice, snort with laughter. His evocative prose will linger in my
mind for a long time. Not a book easily forgotten." – Marian L Thorpe, author of
Empire's Daughter
Book One of the Sinclair Brothers Trilogy He was out for revenge. Laird Robert
Sinclair would stop at nothing to exact revenge on Lord Raef Warren, the English
scoundrel who had brought war to his doorstep and razed his lands and people.
Leaving his clan in the Highlands to conduct covert attacks in the Borderlands,
Robert lives to be a thorn in Warren's side. So when he finds a beautiful English
lass on her way to marry Warren, he whisks her away to the Highlands with a
plan to ransom her back to her dastardly fiancé. She would not be controlled.
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Lady Alwin Hewett had no idea when she left her father's manor to marry a man
she'd never met that she would instead be kidnapped by a Highland rogue out for
vengeance. But she refuses to be a pawn in any man's game. When she learns that
Robert has had them secretly wed, she will stop at nothing to regain her freedom.
But her heart may have other plans...
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